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Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is a lethal disease even in the early stages,
despite progresses in surgical and pharmacological treatment in recent years. High
potential for metastases is the main cause of therapeutic failure in localized disease,
highlighting the current limited knowledge of underlying pathological processes. However,
nowadays research is focusing on the search for personalized approaches also in the
adjuvant setting for PDAC, by implementing the use of biomarkers and investigating new
therapeutic targets. In this context, the aim of this narrative review is to summarize the
current treatment scenario and new potential therapeutic approaches in early stage
PDAC, from both a preclinical and clinical point of view. Additionally, the review examines
the role of target therapies in localized PDAC and the influence of neoadjuvant treatments
on survival outcomes.

Keywords: PDAC - pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, biomarkers, ctDNA = circulating tumor DNA, gemcitabine,
predictive factors, PARPi, target therapy, neoadjuvant chemotherapy
INTRODUCTION

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is a candidate for the second leading cause of cancer-
related death in 2030, with a five-year survival rate of 5-7% (1). Surgical treatment with the goal of
radical resection -tumor-free excision margins (so called “R0 resection”) is the only potentially
curative approach for PDAC. However, only 15-20% of patients with PDAC have localized and
potentially resectable disease at diagnosis (2).

In recent years, radiological criteria were developed in order to define tumor resectability and to
improve the selection of patients able to receive a curative surgical approach. In detail, according to
the degree of contact between the primary tumor and the vessels (portal vein (PV) or superior
mesenteric vein (SMV), superior mesenteric artery (SMA), coeliac trunk, and common hepatic
artery), PDAC is classified as resectable, borderline resectable, or locally advance unresectable.
PDAC is considered resectable when the tumor is free of contact with the SMA, common hepatic
artery, coeliac trunk, or contact of < 180° with SMV/PV without vessels’ contour irregularity;
infiltration of SMA of ≥ 180 or the involvement or occlusion of SMV/PV is generally considered as
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locally advanced, unresectable disease. Then, intermediate
vascular involvement identifies borderline resectable
disease (Table 1).

However, a careful multidisciplinary evaluation of those
criteria is mandatory in each case in order to perform better
patient selection; the multidisciplinary team should consist of a
group of physicians from different specialties dedicated to
PDAC, highly trained in this regard and working in a high-
volume center. It should be assumed that patients with
borderline resectable disease have a high probability of residual
microscopic resection (R1 resection). For this reason, they
should not be considered for upfront surgery and
chemotherapy is the first option in the treatment strategy. On
the other hand, patients with resectable disease at diagnosis are
mainly receive upfront surgery as standard of care.

Nevertheless, despite curative resection, the rate of
postoperative tumor recurrence is high and the majority of
patients experience a disease relapse (4). On these bases,
adjuvant chemotherapy should be offered to all patients who
have undergone surgical treatment and maintain an acceptable
general condition, regardless of pathological TNM stage, with the
aim to improve the poor prognosis of these patients (3, 5).
According to this concept, several phase III trials have been
developed over the last decades in order to evaluate the more
effective chemotherapy regimens, resulting in a radical change of
management of resectable PDAC.

Based on this background, the aim of this narrative review is
to provide an overview regarding the state of the art of adjuvant
treatments in PDAC, alongside the emerging role of
perioperative treatment. Lastly, we discuss the role of future
perspectives in this field, such as biomarkers and new
target therapies.
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LOCALIZED PDAC: WHAT WE KNOW
IN 2021 AND THE CURRENT
TREATMENT SCENARIO
After a suspicion of PDAC, cytological or pathologic diagnosis-
usually made with fine-needle biopsy by endoscopic ultrasound
guidance or computed tomography (CT)- is mandatory in cases
of unresectable and borderline resectable disease (6). Then, an
accurate preoperative CT staging and a multidisciplinary
evaluation, focused on the assessment of distant metastasis and
on the vessels’ involvement degree, is recommended in order to
identify patients at risk of incomplete resection (R1 or R2
residual macroscopic disease). Those patients have a
disappointing survival rate, similar to that of non-resected
tumors in case of R2 resections. Additionally, a careful
multidisciplinary evaluation might help to decrease the
morbidity linked to a non-curative major surgery (5, 7–9).

According to international guidelines, patients with
radiological resectable PDAC at diagnosis are candidates for
surgery as standard of care, ideally performed in high-volume
centers (3, 5). However, the multidisciplinary team should
carefully evaluate patients with Ca 19-9 > 500 UI/ml, pain, or
histological report of grade 3 tumor (so called “biological criteria
of resectability”). In fact, those patients have higher risk of early
relapse after surgery also in the case of radiological resectable
tumors, underlining the systemic nature of PDAC. In those cases,
a systemic treatment followed by curative surgery should be
considered as a valid treatment strategy.

Thus, according to the location of the primary tumor, the
surgical procedure can be a pancreatoduodenectomy (Whipple
technique) in case of head and uncinate tumors and a distal
pancreatectomy with en-bloc splenectomy in case of cancers in
TABLE 1 | Criteria of resectability according to NCCN guidelines version 2.2021 (3).

Resectability
Status

Venous Arterial

Resectable ◼ No tumor contact with the superior mesenteric vein (SMV) or
portal vein (PV) or ≤180° contact without vein contour irregularity.

◼ No arterial tumor contact (celiac axis [CA], superior mesenteric artery [SMA],
or common hepatic artery [CHA]).

Borderline
Resectable

◼ Solid tumor contact with the SMV or PV of >180° with contour
irregularity of the vein or thrombosis of the vein but with suitable
vessel proximal and distal to the site of involvement allowing for
safe and complete resection and vein reconstruction.

◼ Solid tumor contact with the inferior vena cava (IVC).

Pancreatic head/uncinated process:
◼ Solid tumor contact with CHA without extension to CA or hepatic artery

bifurcation allowing for safe and complete resection and reconstruction.

◼ Solid tumor contact with the SMA of ≤180°.

◼ Solid tumor contact with variant arterial anatomy (ex: accessory right
hepatic artery, replaced right hepatic artery, replaced CHA, and the origin of
replaced or accessory artery) and the presence and degree of tumor
contact should be noted if present, as it may affect surgical planning.

Pancreatic body/tail:
◼ Solid tumor contact with the CA of ≤180°.

◼ Solid tumor contact with the CA of >180° without involvement of the aorta
and with intact and uninvolved gastroduodenal artery thereby permitting a
modified Appleby procedure (some panel members prefer these criteria to
be in the locally advanced category).

Locally
Advanced

◼ Unreconstructible SMV/PV due to tumor involvement or
occlusion (can be due to tumor or bland thrombus).

Head/uncinated process:
◼ Solid tumor contact with the SMA >180°.

◼ Solid tumor contact with the CA >180°.Pancreatic body/tail:
◼ Solid tumor contact of >180°with the SMA or CA.

◼ Solid tumor contact with the CA and aortic involvement.
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the body and tail. Regarding the definition of complete resection,
the International Study Group of Pancreatic Surgery (ISGPS)
recommends the following: R0 in case of negative resection
margins; R1 in case of tumor cells within <1 mm from the
margin, considering all seven margins (anterior, posterior,
medial, superior mesenteric artery (SMA), pancreatic
transection, bile duct, and enteric); and R2 in case of
macroscopical residual disease (10). Additionally, surgery
should include a standard lymphadenectomy with the removal
of > 15 lymph nodes (11).

Currently, open surgery remains the standard of care for the
treatment of PDAC, because laparoscopy has been shown to reduce
peri-operative morbidity, but with no clear data about oncological
results (12, 13). However, despite curative resection, the rate of
postoperative tumor recurrence is high, and the majority of patients
experience a disease relapse (4). Therefore, PDAC is considered a
systemic disease from diagnosis even in cases of localized and
resectable tumors. In these cases, a multimodal treatment strategy,
such as surgery followed by an adjuvant chemotherapy, can offer
more chances of survival (14). However, it is worth mentioning that
up to 30% of patient do not receive adjuvant therapy because of the
development of comorbidities, the worsening of performance status
(PS), post-operative complications, and early recurrence.

Regarding adjuvant chemotherapies, several studies have
been developed over the last decades. The European Study
Group for Pancreatic cancer (ESPAC)-1 trial showed for the
first time that a flourouracil-based adjuvant chemotherapy
significantly increased survival compared to surgery alone
(median overall survival (OS): 20.1 versus 15.5 months,
respectively). Additionally, the trial showed a detrimental effect
on surv iva l by us ing an integra te approach wi th
chemoradiotherapy if compared to chemotherapy (15).

Later, the CONKO-001 trial showed significant improvement
in disease-free survival (DFS) by using gemcitabine-based
adjuvant mono-chemotherapy versus observation in resectable
PDAC (13.4 versus 6.9 months, respectively), whereas median
OS was comparable between the gemcitabine and the control
group (22.1 versus 20.2 months, respectively) (16).

The ESPAC-3 trial did a head-to-head comparison between
the two regimens used in ESPAC-1 and in CONKO-001 trials
(17). This trial showed no significant differences between the two
treatment arms (median OS 23.0 months in the fluorouracil arm
and 23.6 months in the gemcitabine arm), with a more
acceptable safety profile in the gemcitabine arm (grade 3-4
toxicities: 7.5% versus 14% in the fluorouracil arm) (17).
However, the ESPAC-3 trial underlined the concept that
completing the adjuvant treatment for all six cycles planned, at
appropriate dose intensity, has a major impact on survival, rather
than an earlier beginning of chemotherapy within the 6-8 weeks
after surgery. In fact, it showed that chemotherapy could be
postponed for up to 12 weeks after surgery, allowing for a better
recovery of patients (18).

More recently, two randomized clinical trials have deeply
modified the standard of care for adjuvant chemotherapy for
PDAC: ESPAC-4 and PRODIGE 24 trials (19, 20). In 2017, the
ESPAC-4 trial showed that the combination of gemcitabine plus
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 3
capecitabine (GEMCAP) was superior to gemcitabine alone with
a significant but modest improvement in median OS (28.0
months in the experimental arm versus 25.5 months in the
control arm, hazard ratio (HR): 0.82, p=0.032) (19). However,
it is important to emphasize the absence of a significant
difference in relapse-free survival (RFS) between the two arms,
even though a trend in favor of the GEMCAP arm was reported
(the 3- and 5-year survival rates were 23.8% and 18.6% with
GEMCAP and 20.9% and 11.9% with monotherapy,
respectively). The GEMCAP regimen was also associated with
a poorer safety profile, with a higher percentage of grade 3-4
adverse events. Methodological limitations of this trial consist of
the inclusion of patients with potentially poor prognosis, such as
those with post-operative elevation of Ca19.9 serum level, and
the absence of planned post-surgical radiological evaluation.
Those factors suggest the presence of early metastatic disease
in the study population, which might be the reason for the major
efficacy of the combination regimen. Nevertheless, international
guidelines consider the GEMCAP regimen as a valid option for
adjuvant treatment (3, 5).

Then, the PRODIGE 24/CCTG PA.6 trial evaluated the role of a
polichemotherapy based on modified fluorouracil/irinotecan/
oxaliplatin regimen (mFOLFIRINOX) as adjuvant chemotherapy
compared with gemcitabine alone (20). The trial reached its primary
endpoint of increasing DFS in the majority of the subgroups
(including R0 and R1 resections): after a median follow-up of
33.6 months, median DFS was 21.6 months in the
mFOLFIRINOX arm versus 12.8 months in the gemcitabine arm
(HR: 0.58; p<0.001). In addition, median OS was 54.4 months in the
mFOLFIRINOX arm versus 35.0 months for gemcitabine arm (HR:
0.64; p=0.003); this was the best achievement in survival in this
setting until now. As expected, grade 3-4 toxicities were significantly
higher in the mFOLFIRINOX group (75.5% versus 51.1%), with
higher rates of diarrhea, mucositis, fatigue, peripheral neuropathy,
nausea, and vomiting. However, no grade 5 adverse events were
reported in the experimental arm. Nevertheless, we should consider
two aspects in the analysis of those results: first, only 66% of patients
in the mFOLFIRINOX arm received all the planned cycles of
chemotherapy compared to 79% in the control arm; second, the
population of the PRODIGE 24 trial was very well selected (PS 0-1
according to ECOG, normal post-surgical radiological evaluation
and Ca19.9 serum levels < 180 U/ml) with lower risk of
early recurrence.

Additionally, the Italian phase III GIP-2 trial showed similar
results in this setting, supporting the use of mFOLFIRINOX in
the adjuvant setting (21). However, the trial was stopped earlier
after the publication of the results of PRODIGE 24 trial, due to
the low accrual.

In general, according to international guidelines (3, 5),
mFOLFIRINOX is considered the best adjuvant strategy in very
well selected and fit patients, with an optimal post-surgical recovery.

Finally, other trials were conducted with the aim to improve
the outcomes in this setting. In particular, the APACT trial did
not confirm the superiority in DFS of the combination of nab-
paclitaxel plus gemcitabine when compared to gemcitabine alone
(19.4 versus 18.8 months; HR: 0.88; p=0.1824) (22). Likely, the
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CONKO-005 trial, that evaluated the efficacy of adding erlotinib
to gemcitabine, failed to demonstrate a benefit in DFS and OS in
the adjuvant setting in the experimental arm (23).

Lastly, the potential impact of adjuvant radiation therapy to
improve the outcome of patients with PDAC is still debated, due
to the lack of definitive data evaluating modern radiotherapy
doses and techniques. In fact, in the pivotal historical ESPAC-1
and EORT trials (that compared chemoradiotherapy with the
observation after surgery alone), radiotherapy has been shown to
not improve the survival outcomes in this setting, including in
patients who have undergone R1 resection (15, 24).

However, we should consider that those first trials were
conducted using suboptimal radiation regimens (such as split-
course radiotherapy), without a standardization of doses and
comparison groups.

On the other hand, two more recent studies using a national
cancer registry database reported that chemordiotherapy was
more effective than adjuvant chemotherapy alone, especially in
node-positive status or R1 resection (25, 26). However, they were
limited by potential inherent biases; therefore, their findings
should be carefully interpreted. Thus, to date, the role of post-
operative radiation in the modern era of new and more effective
systemic therapies remains unanswered. It should be evaluated in
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 4
phase III trials, at least in some categories of patients with higher
risk of local recurrence.

In conclusion, mFOLFIRINOX is considered the best
systemic treatment in the adjuvant setting in cases of selected
and fit patients. On the other hand, gemcitabine-based
monochemotherapy or GEMCAP regimen could be an option
in the elderly and for patients with ECOG PS 2.
PDAC EVOLUTION: FROM PANCREATIC
GLAND TO METASTASIS

Since the end of the 20th century, important advances in
understanding pathological mechanisms beneath PDAC
evolution have been made.

As for other human cancer types, a stepwise evolution model
has been proposed for PDAC: tumor initiation, as a consequence
of driver gene mutations; tumor progression, through clonal
expansion and accumulation of new genetic alterations; and
tumor dissemination, in which cancer cells reach, through the
bloodstream, distant sites (27–29).

First genetic events in tumor initiation concern few loci
(Figure 1). In particular, four genes (also known as the “Big
A

C

B

FIGURE 1 | Biology of PDAC. (A) Main molecular alterations in PDAC; (B) Hereditary alterations, involved genes, and their relative syndromes; (C) Main steps of
PDAC tumorigenesis, from tumor initiation to tumor progression and, finally, systemic dissemination. PDAC, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma; HRD, homologous
recombination deficiency; TME, tumor microenvironment; EMT, epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition; TAMs, tumor-associated macrophages; TILs, tumor infiltrating
lymphocytes; MMR, mismatch repair.
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4”) are the most mutated in early pancreatic cancer, namely
KRAS, TP53, CDKN2A, and SMAD4 (formerly known as
DPC4), with their alterations detected for 94%, 64%, 21%, and
17% of all PDACs, respectively (30). KRAS mutations, which are
localized in codon G12 in almost 90% of cases, are the earliest
event in pancreatic tumorigenesis; they are activating mutations,
unlike the other three genes (30, 31).

Transformation of normal pancreatic epithelium into
malignant cells seems to cross in many cases through
premalignant lesions, namely the pancreatic intraepithelial
neoplasia (PanIN) and intraductal papillary mucinous
neoplasm (IPMN) (32). In support of this hypothesis, genomic
analysis of PanIN and IPMN showed that they share the same
genetic alterations of PDAC, although with lower incidence (33).

Genetic alterations other than the abovementioned could pre-
exist the tumor and be responsible for its onset. Hereditary
PDAC account for 10% of all PDAC patients, even if a clear
predisposition syndrome could be detected in no more than 20%
of them (34). Hereditary alterations mainly affect BRCA1/2
genes and other homologous recombination genes, such as
PALB2 (hereditary breast and ovarian cancer syndrome,
HBOC), mismatch repair (MMR) genes (Lynch syndrome),
and APC gene (Familial Adenomatous Polyposis syndrome,
FAP) (35). BRCA1/2 and PALB2 alterations are the most
frequent inherited mutations in PDAC patients, whilst MMR
deficiency is rare, being recorded in less than 1% of patients (36,
37). However, genomic instability might underlie the onset of a
significant percentage of PDACs (38, 39).

Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), consisting of
the acquisition of migratory properties by epithelial cells, is a
common feature in human cancer and it is also described in
PDAC, linked to the generation of cancer stem cells, formation of
metastasis, and resistance to therapy (40–42).

Then, the tumor microenvironment (TME) plays a
fundamental role in PDAC genesis. TME is composed of
stromal cells, extracellular matrix, immune cells, and blood
vessels (43). It is not merely the physical and cellular support
for the tumor growing, but its interactions with tumor cells are
responsible for tumor behavior (i.e. promoting EMT),
invasiveness, and metastasis (44, 45). In fact, stromal cells
should be considered as dynamic elements, therefore
representing potential therapeutic targets (46–48). Stromal
fibroblasts promoted growth and metastasis in preclinical
models of PDAC through production and secretion of soluble
factors, whilst composition of immune infiltration has a critical
role in tumor progression by regulating immune response
against tumor cells (49–51). In detail, immune and
inflammatory infiltration consists of several types of cells, from
tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) to bone marrow-derived
cells (BMDCs), and from neutrophils to tumor-infiltrating T-
cells (TILs) (52). Recent discoveries on antitumor immunity in
PDAC have highlighted a peculiar immune microenvironment
composition, which explains the evasion from immune
surveillance by tumor cells (53). However, specific PDAC
mutational signature, such as homologous recombinant
deficiency- that results in higher frequency of somatic
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 5
mutations- could enhance antitumor immunity and be a
candidate for new immunotherapy drugs (54).

Tumor dissemination in the bloodstream is not an early event
in the genetic evolution of PDAC since the metastatic ability is
acquired only years after tumor initiation (55). However, on a
clinical point of view, a considerable share of small PDACs (1-5
mm of diameter) are found with synchronous distant metastases,
meaning that tumor clinically detectable masses have already
accumulated several genetic alterations, thus leading to systemic
disease. As support to those assumptions, circulating tumor cells
(CTCs) have also been found in blood samples of PDAC patients
in earlier stages (56–58). It should be noted that only a few CTCs
have the ability to form metastases; however, despite the relative
inefficiency of this process, the great amount of tumor cells
released in bloodstream explains the high frequency of
metastases (59, 60).

There are preferential sites for metastases from PDAC, such
as liver, lungs, and peritoneum (61). Interestingly, in the last
years several works have suggested the possibility that organs- in
particular the liver- could be induced in accepting tumor cells
through secreted factors released by primary tumor, such as
inhibitor of metalloproteinases or exosomes (so called “pre-
metastastic niches”) (62, 63). On the other hand, tumor cells
could acquire spec ific character is t ics for se lect ive
organotropism (64).

TME also plays an important role in the metastatic process. In
particular, a similar extracellular matrix composition between
primary and metastatic TME has been pointed out, even if
metabolic genes in stromal cells are differentially expressed
based on metastasis site, highlighting specific regulation in
specific contexts (65, 66). Additionally, TME is not a static
entity but changes over time in response to tumor behavior (67).

Lastly, on the genomic point of view, it seems that primary
PDAC and synchronous/metachronous metastases share similar
frequency in main tumor suppressor genes, even if a higher
mutational load in cell cycle pathway genes has been observed in
metastases (68). That observation supports the hypothesis that
main genomic rearrangements involved in tumorigenesis of
PDAC occur before bloodstream dissemination, which is
indeed a late event in the natural history of this type of
human cancer.
NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE ADJUVANT
TREATMENT OF PDAC

Better Stratification of Patients: Role of
Biomarkers and Prognostic Factors
One of the biggest challenges in early-stage malignant tumors is
to assess individual prognosis more accurately, specifically
regarding risk of either local or distant relapse. Stratification of
these patients is important to avoid unnecessary adjuvant
treatment in those who will not experience disease recurrence
but also to better tailor post-operative treatment – i.e. number
and type of drugs administered or treatment duration – in those
who have a high probability of micro-metastases.
August 2021 | Volume 11 | Article 695627
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Radiological exams currently used in clinical practice are
unable to detect micro-metastatic disease; this is why
biomarkers, especially those correlating with metastatic burden,
have been intensively studied in early PDAC patients in the last
decades in order to ideally separate those patients who are at high
risk of distant recurrence from those who are not (69).

Among serum biomarkers detectable on blood samples, Ca 19-9
is certainly the most diffused and studied. In fact, elevated levels of
Ca19-9 have been associated with poor survival in early stage PDAC
patients (70). However, its sensitivity and specificity as a single agent
does not allow its use in early detection of PDAC, explaining the
clinical need of serological partners to be tested with it (71–73). For
example, a recent study pointed out the possibility to predict disease
recurrence in PDAC patients through the combination of Ca19-9
and serum metabolomes (74).

Table 2 summarizes novel potential biomarkers and
prognostic factors in localized PDAC patients and their
potential influence on choosing the best curative approach.
Among those, CTCs and circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) are
really promising. CTCs have been detected in early stage PDAC
patients. In particular, in clinically and radiologically localized
PDAC a cut-off of 3 CTCs per vial (4 ml) was proposed in the
literature to discriminate between patients with or without
distant micrometastases (75). CTCs are undoubtedly useful in
risk stratification, being a candidate for clinical implementation
in the near future (76–78).

Regarding ctDNA- which is a hot topic in cancer research
worldwide- its role in early stage PDAC has been more finely
shaped in very recent years (79). The most important study
about ctDNA in early stage PDAC patients has been conducted
on 112 subjects suitable for radical resection of primary tumor:
pre- and post-operative detection of KRAS mutations in ctDNA
was correlated with poor RFS and OS in PDAC patients, also
including those who received adjuvant therapy (80). The trial
suggested that patients with detectable levels of ctDNA should be
treated more aggressively after resection. In order to increase the
role of ctDNA as a predictive biomarker, Hussung et al.
demonstrated that integration of Ca19-9 and KRAS mutant
ctDNA performed better than individual markers for both RFS
and OS in PDAC patients undergoing adjuvant treatment (81).
Extracellular vesicles are also promising biomarkers for early
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 6
stage PDAC patients, but optimization of analytical processes is
needed for practical use (82).

Beyond tumor biomarkers and moving from the evidence in
the metastatic setting, systemic inflammation markers have also
been studied in radically resected PDAC patients, such as
neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) and platelet-to-
lymphocyte ratio (PLR) (83–85). Recently, a systemic immune-
inflammat i on index , wh i ch i s the ra t i o be tween
platelets × neutrophils and lymphocytes, has been proposed as
a new prognostic score, predicting poor survival with more
accuracy than NLR and PLR (86).

Then, Kim et al. structured a nomogram for early recurrence
after pancreatectomy in localized PDAC in order to help
clinicians in predicting recurrence risk. The nomogram
included some of the abovementioned prognostic (namely, Ca
19-9, NLR, and PLR) and pathological factors (such as tumor size
and grade of differentiation) (87). Eventually, in the future, the
integration of other biomarkers in some nomograms - such as
CTCs and ctDNA –will certainly enhance their predictiveness.
Additionally, their use in adjuvant clinical trials should be
encouraged for tailoring therapy based on the risk of
disseminated microscopic disease.

New Potential Targets in the PDAC
Complex Scenario
PDAC is a very complex and heterogeneous disease at the
molecular and clinical level. In fact, in the adjuvant context,
only a few examples regarding molecular predictive biomarkers
exist and no targeted agents are currently used in clinical practice
in this setting.

Martinelli P et al. used the large ESPAC-3 trial cohort to
classify patients according to the level expression of GATA6
transcription factor, a putative marker of Collisson and Moffitt
“Classical” subtype (17, 88–90). They clearly showed that
individuals with high GATA6 expression (what we consider as
the “classical” type) received the greatest benefit from adjuvant 5-
Fluorouracil administration, whereas patients with low-GATA6
did not benefit by using this type of chemotherapy at all. To note,
no survival differences based on GATA6 expression were found
in the gemcitabine-based adjuvant arm. The hypothesis, also
supported by the recent COMPASS trial in advanced disease
TABLE 2 | Potential biomarkers and prognostic factors in localized PDAC patients and their potential influence on choosing the best curative approach.

Biomarker/prognostic
factor

Optimal timing for use Influence on curative approach(es)

CTCs* ◼ Detection before surgery indicates a high probability of distant (micro)metastases. ◼ Neoadjuvant chemotherapy should be
considered.

◼ Detection after surgery indicates a high probability of distant (micro)metastases and/or
residual disease.

◼ “Adjuvant” chemotherapy should be
strengthened.

ctDNA** ◼ Detection before surgery indicates a high probability of distant (micro)metastases. ◼ Neoadjuvant chemotherapy should be
considered.

◼ Detection after surgery indicates a high probability of distant (micro)metastases and/or
residual disease.

◼ “Adjuvant” chemotherapy should be
strengthened.

NLR and PLR § ◼ High value after surgery may suggest poor prognosis in frail patients. ◼ Adjuvant chemotherapy should be
avoided.
*Circulating tumor cells, **Circulating tumor DNA, §Neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) and platelet-to-lymphocyte ratio.
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setting, is that the classical subtype could be more sensitive to
fluoropyrimidine, even in the adjuvant context, making GATA6
an “ideal” (and relatively simple) marker to assess in order to
choose the better adjuvant strategy (91).

Buchler’s group, again using the data from ESPAC-3 trial
(17), showed the potential utility of another marker, hENT1
(human equilibrative nucleoside transporter 1), to predict benefit
by using a gemcitabine-based adjuvant therapy (92). In details,
hENT1 permits the bidirectional passage into cancer cells of
pyrimidine nucleosides (such as gemcitabine, 5-Fluorouracil,
and capecitabine), which suggests that higher levels of this
transporter could correlate with increased intracellular
accumulation of chemotherapy agents, thus causing cancer cell
death. Indeed, this retrospective analysis showed that patients
who received a gemcitabine-based chemotherapy had a median
OS of 26.2 months in case of high hENT1 expression level; on the
other hand, patients with low hENT1 levels showed a median OS
of 17.1 months after gemcitabine. Nevertheless, there was no
difference in hENT1 expression levels in the 5-Fluorouracil-
based chemotherapy arm. These preliminary data were also
recently confirmed by a Korean study, making hENT1 a
possible predictive biomarker for clinical benefit by using a
gemcitabine-based adjuvant regimen (93). To explain these
results, it is interesting to note that hENT1 has been reported
to be the most efficient transporter for gemcitabine but not for
other pyrimidine nucleosides (94). Additionally, in vitro studies
have shown that hENT1 loss could be responsible for resistance
to gemcitabine in gastrointestinal human cancer cell lines (95).

More recently, Nicolle R et al. expanded our knowledge about
molecular stratification in the adjuvant setting, identifying a
molecular signature (the so-called “GemPred” signature) able
to predict benefit from adjuvant administration of gemcitabine.
Less than 20% of the retrospectively tested patients (~ 430 from
different cohorts) were GemPred signature positive, all with
“classic” transcriptomic features (96). Interestingly, the median
DFS in patients with GemPred positive signature was longer than
those with GemPred negative signature (42.5 versus 13.4
months); similar results were obtained for the median OS (91.3
versus 31.7 months). What kind of molecular intersections there
are between GemPred and classic signatures has not been defined
yet. However, it is a matter of fact that all patients with GemPred
positive signature also had the classic PDAC subtype, whose
sensitivity to 5-Fluorouracil was previously shown by Martinelli
P et al. (87). Therefore, a better comprehension of the
relationship between classic signature and this novel GemPred
signature is highly desirable, also in the light of novel single
cell data.

A major barrier to precision medicine in PDACs is the inter-
and, especially, intra-tumor heterogeneity. Recent data have
clearly shown that in a single tumor- defined as classical or
basal-like at the bulk level- there is a transcriptional continuum
at single cell level between classical and basal-like transcriptional
programs (97). Thus, some cells are in a “classical-like state” and
others in a “basal-like state”, possibly due to different
microenvironmental interactions and spatial location within
the different tumor regions. This notion complicates the
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 7
picture further, representing a possible barrier to cytotoxic
and/or targeted treatments directed to one specific
“bulk” subtype.

Targeted Therapies in the Adjuvant Treatment for
PDAC: Hope or Chimera?
Another crucial question in the adjuvant setting for PDAC is the
following: beyond classical chemotherapy agents (see section 2
for additional details), what specific molecular targets could we
imagine in the adjuvant setting? Necessarily we should look at
genomic characterizations and at metastatic disease setting.

The first attempt to target metastatic PDAC with a molecular
agent was published in 2007, with the combination of
gemcitabine and the anti-epithelial growth factor receptor
(EGFR)/tyrosine kinases inhibitor (TKI) Erlotinib, based on
the observed overexpression of this receptor in tissue from
PDAC (98, 99). Although the phase III trial met its primary
endpoint with a statistically significant improvement in OS with
the combination (6.24 versus 5.91 months, respectively), this
survival gain was clinically irrelevant. Thus, to date, Erlotinib is
not used in the clinical practice for metastatic PDAC. Erlotinib
was also tested in the adjuvant setting in combination with
gemcitabine and compared to gemcitabine alone (RTOG 0848
trial (100). Preliminary results were negative, showing a lack of
survival benefit from the addition of erlotinib to standard
chemotherapy. It must be underlined that in both cases
(metastatic and adjuvant setting) the study population was not
selected by EGFR expression and/or EGFR gene amplification,
which could explain – at least in part – the disappointing results.

A recently published retrospective analysis of tumor specimens
from CONKO-005 trial has suggested that a specific genetic
signature - SMAD4 gene alterations with low MAPK9 expression -
couldbe responsible for erlotinib efficacy in the adjuvant setting, even
if these results need to be prospectively validated (101).

In 2015, the consortium led by Biankin and Grimmond
identified a small percentage of PDAC (< 15%) with high
genomic instability due to serious defects in DNA integrity
maintenance (creating the so called “BRCA signature”) (102).
These patients showed alterations in genes like BRCA1, BRCA2,
and PALB2, and the authors could demonstrate a clear clinical
usefulness of a platinum-based chemotherapy, at least in two
subjects, also assuming a possible role of PARP inhibitors in this
context. Based on those preliminary results, the phase III POLO
trial evaluated the efficacy of maintenance therapy with Olaparib
(a PARP inhibitor) in germline BRCA1/2 mutated metastatic
PDAC patients. The trial showed doubled median PFS (from 3.8
to 7.4 months) after an induction first-line therapy platinum-
based (103). Although those results were promising, data
regarding a possible adjuvant use of Olaparib in radically
resected patients are not yet available. Nevertheless, a
hypothetic study design as maintenance strategy (up to one
year) in ctDNA positive germline BRCA1/2 mutated patients
after mFOLFIRINOX standard adjuvant therapy is reported in
Figure 2; Table 3 shows the ongoing trials in this field.

A very small percentage of PDAC shows high microsatellite
instability (MSI-H), a molecular feature associated with high
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response to immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) in advanced
disease setting across multiple cancer types (110, 111). However,
it is a matter of fact that the objective response rate (ORR) of
PDAC to ICIs was lower than that observed in other types of
MSI-H cancers (112). However, an adjuvant approach with ICIs
in MSI-H patients with ctDNA might be worth investigation in
the adjuvant setting in the future.

Nevertheless, with the exception of rare MSI-H patients,
PDAC is considered a tumor resistant to ICIs, due to a highly
immune-suppressive microenvironment, dominated by
extracellular matrix proteins and different cancer associated
fibroblast subtypes as well as other immune cell types (113). A
very recent report from the NCT02451982 phase I/II Trial is
evaluating the combination of GVAX (tumor cell vaccine) plus
Nivolumab (anti-PD1) and Urelumab (CD137 agonist).
Unfortunately, the results of the adjuvant phase of the trial are
not available yet (see section 4.3 for additional details regarding
the results in the neoadjuvant setting) (114).

Another interesting strategy in the adjuvant setting is to add
chloroquine to gemcitabine, thus targeting autophagy, a
resistance mechanism to chemotherapy, which has a role in
PDAC maintenance, possibly also in a micro-metastatic state
(115). In this regard, only the results of the phase II trial in a
metastatic setting are available to date (116). The trial did not
show any survival benefit for the chloroquine arm; however, a
significant improvement in ORR was reported. Based on that
consideration, the adding of chloroquine could make even more
sense in a pre-operative setting for borderline resectable and/or
locally advanced PDAC, where good tumor response could lead
to radical surgical resection. However, further prospective
evaluations are needed in order to explore this hypothesis.

In conclusion, target therapies are not considered the
standard of care in the adjuvant setting for PDAC and they are
not used outside clinical trials.
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 8
How to Improve the Outcomes for
Resectable PDAC: The Role of
Neoadjuvant and Perioperative
Treatments
The role of neoadjuvant treatment in PDAC is still controversial to
date, although several trials and retrospective studies have been
conducted in this setting and the general trend is to encourage this
approach in the light of the systemic behavior of this malignancy.
However, evidence available is still not univocal, as different clinical
entities are currently investigated together for primary
chemotherapy: locally advanced unresectable, borderline
resectable, and resectable tumors (see Table 1). All these entities
account for 50-60% of the whole newly diagnosed PDAC, but less
than half are borderline or upfront resectable tumors.

For borderline/locally advanced tumors, an “induction”
treatment should be conceptualized rather than a real
“neoadjuvant”, even if no robust data have been reported.
Preoperative treatment is able to achieve a radical resection in
approximately 30% of the cases initially deemed unresectable,
while almost 70% of the resectable cases regularly undergo
surgery after a neoadjuvant therapy. However, as already
discussed in the previous sections, a high percentage of
resected patients are bound to relapse despite the best surgical
and systemic approach currently available, and not all patients
receive chemotherapy after surgery. Potential key points to
improve survival outcomes in “curable” settings are the
possibility to intensify and individualize pre- and postoperative
treatment and the possibility to “adapt” adjuvant regimens in
light of neoadjuvant response rate and/or biomarkers expression.
This last point is getting more topical the more neoadjuvant
treatment is growing in importance in the therapeutic algorithm.

Is it possible to outline a possible perioperative strategy
according to specific clinical and biological markers? As a
matter of fact, a major reason for treatment failure both in
FIGURE 2 | Hypothetic adjuvant study design dedicated to germline BRCA1/2 mutated PDAC patients.
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resectable and in locally advanced PDAC is the clinical and
biological heterogeneity of different treated tumors, as well as the
strong systemic “vocation” of this malignancy since the initial
stages. Current neoadjuvant and adjuvant schedules are not able
to tackle these issues in most cases.

During the last years, intensified regimens, such as
gemcitabine plus nab-paclitaxel and FOLFIRINOX, have been
proposed in order to improve resection rate and survival in the
neoadjuvant setting.

The use of FOLFIRINOX, established as a standard in
adjuvant and metastatic settings, seems suitable and promising
according to meta-analytic data, while no prospective phase III
data are available in this setting to date (117). In 2019, a meta-
analysis of 24 small retrospective and phase I-II prospective
studies highlighted the role of this combination in borderline
resectable PDAC (1802 patients). The analysis showed a pooled
resection rate of 67.8% (95% Confidence Interval (CI): 60.1%-
74.6%) and R0-resection rate of 83.9% (95% CI: 76.8% - 89.1%)
among all resected patients for the 13/24 studies reporting data
about resection margins (117). The median OS ranged from 11.0
to 34.2 months across the studies (to note: lower than phase III
PRODIGE-24 with adjuvant FOLFIRINOX). These data are
consistent with previously reported meta-analysis (118).
Besides the absence of a dedicated randomized controlled trial,
the biggest limitation for the use of FOLFIRINOX is the toxicity,
with grade 3-4 neutropenia, diarrhea, and fatigue usually
reported as the most common adverse events.

With regards to gemcitabine and nab-paclitaxel combination,
the Italian phase II GAP trial is the only randomized study
comparing this combination versus gemcitabine alone (119). In
locally advanced tumors, gemcitabine and nab-paclitaxel
performed better in terms of distant relapses, also positively
affecting PFS and OS, compared to gemcitabine monotherapy.
The combination reduced rate of patients who progress after 3
cycles of induction chemotherapy by 20%.

In 2020, the LAPACT phase II single arm trial confirmed the
role nab-paclitaxel and gemcitabine (6 cycles) as induction
treatment in patients with locally advanced PDAC, with
promising PFS (10.9 months, 90% CI; 9.3-11.6) and OS (18.8
months, 90%CI; 15.0- 24.0) and a good tolerability (consistently
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with data from the metastatic setting) (120). The data reported a
better survival compared to historical reference trials. The
response rate was 33.6% (90% CI: 26.6 - 41.5), establishing a
good activity of this combo for locally advanced PDAC
(121, 122).

However, currently no prospective head-to-head comparison
between these two schedules (FOLFIRINOX versus gemcitabine
and nab-paclitaxel) in the “induction” setting for resectable
disease is available, whereas the majority of the evidence is
retrospective or related to the locally advanced disease (123).
The randomized American phase II trial SWOG S1505
compared perioperative treatment using mFOLFIRINOX
versus gemcitabine and nab-paclitaxel in patients with
resectable PDAC (104). The trial enrolled 147 patients and
preliminary results, presented at the 2020 ASCO meeting,
showed no significant differences in terms of OS (primary
endpoint) between the two combinations (22.4 versus 23.6
months), with similar resection rates (77% vs 73%) (122). The
SWOG S1505 and the phase III PREOPANC-1 are currently the
most recent and robust evidence supporting the feasibility of
perioperative treatment respectively in resectable and borderline
resectable PDAC, assuming the use of the same regimens in the
postoperative setting (FOLFIRINOX/gemcitabine and nab-
paclitaxel versus gemcitabine, respectively) (104, 124).
Noteworthy, PREOPANC-1 was not able to demonstrate a
significant benefit in OS with the use of preoperative
chemoradiotherapy compared to upfront surgery followed by
adjuvant gemcitabine (35.2 versus 19.8 months; p = 0.029), while
a significant higher R0-resection rate was reached (71% versus
40%, p < 0.001) (124).

A further contribution to the evaluation of neoadjuvant
chemotherapy in resectable PDAC comes from the Italian
phase II PACT-15 trial published in 2018 (106). In this
randomized open-label study (93 patients), authors
investigated an intensified perioperative approach with PEXG
(cisplatin, epirubicin, gemcitabine, and capecitabine) in
comparison with the same schedule as adjuvant treatment or a
standard adjuvant gemcitabine. In the perioperative arm, 66% of
patients were event-free at 1-year (primary endpoint) versus 23%
and 50% in the other arms, respectively. Although of phase II
TABLE 3 | Selected major ongoing studies investigating new perioperative/adjuvant approaches .

Study Phase N of
patients

Setting Experimental arm Status

NeoPancONE II 84* Perioperative FOLFIRINOX x 6 periop. (GATA-6 expression) Recruiting
NCT04472910 (104)
PROJECTION Observational 200* Neoadjuvant ctDNA detectable vs absent in preoperative Recruiting
NCT04246203 (105)
NCT01072981 III 722 Adjuvant Gemcitabine or 5FU chemoradiation

+/-Algenpantucel-L
Completed

(HyperAcute-Pancreas Immunotherapy) (106)
DECIST I 43* Adjuvant Standard chemo + autologous DC** vaccine Recruiting
NCT04157127 (107)
NCT04117087 I 30* Adjuvant KRAS peptide vaccine§ + nivolumab ipilimumab Recruiting
(Pooled Mutant KRAS-Targeted Long Peptide Vaccine)
(108)
NCT00733746 (109) II 123 Perioperative Erlotinib + gemcitabine periop. Completed
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design, this study provided further evidence of the feasibility and
promising efficacy of neoadjuvant chemotherapy in resectable
tumors, and was one of the few direct comparisons with
adjuvant treatment.

In summary, according to these trials (SWOG S1505,
PREOPANC-1, and PACT-15), the trend should go towards
the repurpose of the same regimen, used as neoadjuvant, in the
postoperative setting, while both FOLFIRINOX and
gemcitabine/nab-paclitaxel should be considered feasible for
preoperative treatment in resectable and/or locally advanced
tumors (104, 106, 124).

How much adjuvant treatment adds after preoperative
treatment and whether it should be selected according to
clinical features are interesting points still to be clarified. Some
data are available with the use of lymph node ratio (LNR) as a
prognostic marker after neoadjuvant treatment followed by
surgery, in order to stratify the efficacy of adjuvant therapy
according to this factor. From an American registry database,
including patients with PDAC who underwent resection
fo l lowing neoad juvant chemotherapy unt i l 2008 ,
clinicopathologic factors have been retrospectively analyzed
(107). Among the 14% of patients who also received
postoperative therapy, the treatment was associated with better
survival (72 versus 33 months, p = 0.008) in those with an LNR <
0.15, as confirmed by multivariate analysis. The addition of
postoperative chemotherapy after neoadjuvant resulted in
improved outcomes (reduced risk of death of 51%, p = 0.02,
and longer time-to-recurrence) in patients with low LNR.
However, this study reported a lack of benefit by the addition
of adjuvant treatment in patients with severe lymph node
involvement, contradicting other retrospective studies that
showed - by contrast - a survival benefit from postoperative
chemotherapy especially in patients with node-positive status
(105, 107, 108). It is not clear whether the pathological node
status plays a stronger prognostic role itself rather than a positive
predictive meaning for adjuvant treatment.

No data are available about the role of tumor regression grade
(rarely applied for pancreatic cancer) and R0-resection rate in
the choice of prosecution and type of adjuvant schedule after
neoadjuvant treatment.

All things considered, the open questions for future research
in the perioperative context could be the following: the role of
adjuvant treatment in pN0 patients, the role of neoadjuvant
treatment in upfront resectable tumors (versus the exclusive
adjuvant approach), the prosecution of adjuvant treatment in
poor responsive patients treated with preoperative chemotherapy
(such as switch adjuvant strategy or switch therapy in the non-
responders), and the choice of what first line treatment should be
used at disease relapse considering all the therapies used in the
perioperative approach. In fact, in this challenging scenario, the
role of adjuvant chemotherapy after upfront surgery might
evolve, since the patients who will undergo immediate
pancreatic resection are those in the very early stages who do
not need neoadjuvant/perioperative approaches. Additionally,
the biologic features and changes in patients who underwent
induction chemotherapy followed by surgery should also be
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considered. About this last point, interesting data are expected
from the phase II NeoPancONE trial, which is investigating the
molecular features of resectable PDAC that underwent radical
surgery after neoadjuvant FOLFIRINOX (109). One of the main
aims of this study will be to analyze a potential biomarker already
identified in the COMPASS trial, GATA-6, in the perioperative
strategy, with the aim to stratify tumor types and responses to
treatment (90). This may offer a chance to better select “different
regimens for different patients”. This study will be the first able to
correlate a potential biomarker to a neoadjuvant chemotherapy.

Additionally, considering the promising prognostic role of
ctDNA, its detection after surgery could become a biomarker of
response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy and help the clinicians to
optimize the post-operative approach in case of poor responsive
patients (80, 125).

The landscape of targeted therapy and immunotherapy for
PDAC is still disappointing, mainly because of the uncomplete
knowledge of the complex mechanisms underlying this
malignancy and its intricate relations with the tumor
microenvironment (as already mentioned in the previous
section). With regards to immunotherapy and vaccine research
in the neoadjuvant setting, a multi-institutional phase III study
has been conducted using algenpantucel-L (a cancer vaccine
comprised of irradiated allogeneic transfected pancreatic cancer
cells) in addition to adjuvant chemotherapy or chemoradiotherapy
(gemcitabine or 5-fluorouracil), based on the results of the phase II
in 2013 (126, 127). The transfected cells are able to synthetize a
murine enzyme, which is responsible for the production of a cell-
surface protein (a-1,3-galactosyl (aGal) carbohydrate) not
expressed in humans. The binding of preexisting natural human
antibodies (naturally produced against the same proteins of the gut
flora, accounting for 1% of all circulating immunoglobulins) results
in the activation of antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity
toward allograft cells and endogenous pancreatic cancer cells. This
process, through the so-called “epitope spreading”, expands the
immune response against other tumor-associated antigens
expressed by both injected cells and native cancer cells. The
vaccine “drives” a natural preexisting immune weapon against
pancreatic cancer, boosting chemotherapy to obtain a response
against pancreatic cancer cells, normally resistant to the immune
system. In the phase II trial, 70 resected patients have been treated
with a 12-month DFS rate of 62% and a 12-month OS of 86%,
describing site pain and induration as the most common adverse
event. Further definitive efficacy results are expected.

Other phase I/II trials involving vaccine and immunotherapy
in the adjuvant setting will provide a further attempt to turn
“cold” pancreatic cancer into “hot” immune-sensitive disease
(128–130). For additional details regarding ongoing trials in this
setting, see Table 3.
CONCLUSIONS

PDAC treatment has hugely improved in recent decades. In fact,
even if the use of gemcitabine has been the better therapeutic
chance for those patients for a long time, both in adjuvant and in
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metastatic settings, a lot of new drugs and strategies are
appearing in therapeutic armamentarium today. However,
PDAC remains a big challenge in the oncological scenario. In
fact, even in cases of curative surgery for resectable disease, the
rate of recurrence is high, suggesting an early systemic diffusion
of cancer cells. A multidisciplinary evaluation of PDAC patients
in high volume centers could help to improve the outcomes for
those patients, by creating a tailored therapeutic strategy for each
patient. According to international guidelines (3, 5), to date,
adjuvant chemotherapy based on mFOLFIRINOX or
gemcitabine is the recommended treatment in patients with
resectable PDAC after curative surgery. However, many
changes are ongoing in the current treatment scenario. In
particular, use of perioperative and neoadjuvant treatment,
even for resectable and borderline resectable PDAC, might
allow the adjuvant chemotherapy after upfront surgery to play
a marginal role in the future. Additionally, a better
understanding of the molecular mechanism of PDAC as well
as the research about prognostic and/or predictive biomarkers is
urgently needed in order to better select patients who can benefit
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 11
from different and/or personalized approaches and to design
future prospective clinical trials regarding targeted therapies also
in this field.
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